
RECORDING PEOPLE 
WITHOUT CONSENT



What is recording? 

TAKING 
PHOTOGRAPHS

TAKING VIDEO RECORDING THEIR 
VOICE



IS IT OK TO RECORD 
SOMEONE WITHOUT 
THEIR PERMISSION? 



Why do we 
record other 

people

Post on social media

To try and catch them out

To bully people

You think it is funny

Your bored



Consent 
(they have said 

yes)

The person has said that you can 
record, take their photograph or 
video them.

Consent is crucial when capturing 
someone's image or recording video 
in the UK.

Respecting an individual's right to 
privacy and obtaining their consent is 
essential in ethical photography and 
videography practices.



What you can 
do?

Photograph or record video of  people in 
public places without their consent, as long 
as it is for personal use.

Capture images or record videos at public 
events or gatherings where individuals can 
reasonably expect to be photographed or 
filmed.

Public places? 



Areas of Restricted 
Photography/Videography

There are certain areas where taking photographs or videos is restricted or 
prohibited, such as:

- Military installations or sensitive locations

- Prisons or secure facilities

- Courts or legal proceedings

- Airports and transportation hubs (security concerns)



What is Illegal

- It is illegal to capture or distribute photographs or videos 
that infringe upon someone's reasonable expectation of  
privacy, including:

- Capturing explicit or intimate images without consent 
(upskirting, revenge porn, etc.)

- Secretly recording in private spaces like bathrooms, 
changing rooms, or bedrooms

- Harassing individuals by persistently taking their photos 
against their will



Protecting Your 
Privacy

- If  your image or video has been posted online without consent, here are 
steps you can take:

1. Evaluate the situation: Determine if  the content violates your privacy 
rights or is potentially harmful.

2. Report the incident: Contact the website or social media platform where 
the content was posted, and report the violation.

3. Request removal: Submit a formal request to the platform or website, 
clearly stating the reasons for removal.

4. Seek legal advice: If  the situation escalates or the content remains online 
despite your requests, consult with a lawyer to explore legal remedies.



Additional Measures

◦ To protect your privacy proactively, consider 
the following steps:

◦ - Adjust your social media privacy settings 
to control who can view and share your 
content.
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